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Tell your friends

LATE REMBRANDT 
February 12  2017 to May 17  2017

A new exhibition is in town: we show you over 100  
paintings, drawings and prints that Rembrandt  

produced in the final phase of his life, brought to you 
from museums and private collections across the globe.
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Editorial  I   U N T E R  U N S

Erfahren Sie, warum auch die  keineswegs nullachtfünfzehn ist, 
sondern ein erhellendes Fanal für mehr Freiheit, Lust und Verstand

Das Motto unseres Titel-Shootings auf Mallorca mit unserem Team um 
Saskia Straße (4. v. r.) und Fotograf Philip La Pepa (2. v. r.) war „Natur- 
verbundenheit“. Dafür legte sich Schauspielerin Florentine Lahme auf 
spitze Steine und stieg in bibberkaltes Wasser. Alles, damit Sie nun 
daheim gemütlich die Bilder genießen können: ab Seite 24

Ein moderner Robinson auf 
einer einsamen Mittelmeer-
insel? Dem Gerücht musste 
Autor Ulf Lüdeke, selbst 
Inselbewohner (Sardinien), 
natürlich auf den Grund gehen. 
Also stieg er ins Boot und 
besuchte für uns einen Mann, 
der lebt, wie viele es sich 
erträumen. Seine Reportage: 
ab Seite 120 

Wohnwagen, Boxhallen, Dorf- 
Pubs: Für ihre Geschichte über 
britische Bareknuckle-Boxer 
begaben sich Reporter Alex-
ander Neumann-Delbarre (l.) 
und Fotograf Cliff Sainsbury 
auf eine kleine Odyssee durch 
Englands unbekanntere Ecken – 
das Resultat: ab Seite 38

Als Redakteurin Mareike Opitz den Volks-Rock-’n’-Roller und 
VW-Markenbotschafter Andreas Gabalier beim GTI-Treff zum 
Gespräch bat, zeigte er ihr seine liebsten Statussymbole: erst 

seinen VW Touareg – und dann seine Batman-Unterhose. Was 
er ihr noch alles offenbarte, lesen Sie im Interview: Seite 14

nd wieder mal diskutieren 
deutsche Politiker ein totales 
Werbeverbot für Zigaretten. 

Die Begründung klingt schlüssig („zahl-
reiche wissenschaftliche Studien belegen, 
dass Werbung in der Öffentlichkeit den 
Einstieg in das Rauchen aktiv fördert“) 
– und so wird der politische Wille von 
CSU-Agrarminister Christian Schmidt 
sicher bald zum Gesetz. Vor genau zehn 

Jahren wurde der Marlboro-Mann europaweit von allen Zeitun-
gen, Zeitschriften, Internet-Seiten und Großveranstaltungen 
(Formel-1-Rennen usw.) verbannt. Nun sollen die verbliebenen 
Kaufempfehlungshinweise für Rauchwaren bald komplett aus 
unserem Sichtfeld verschwinden. Und was folgt dann? Nehmen 
sich die Saubermänner und -frauen alsbald die Alkoholwerbung 
vor? Alkohol ist bekanntlich Gift. Und Werbung für Fast Food? 
Schluss damit, Fett tötet. Süßigkeiten? Zucker ist nach Ansicht 
von Wissenschaftlern der renommierten University of California 
nicht weniger gefährlich als Alkohol und Zigaretten. Schnelle Au-
tos? Allein 2014 starben 3368 Menschen auf deutschen Straßen. 
Stress? Auch ziemlich tödlich. Wie wäre es mit einem Werbeverbot 
für Jobbörsen? Schon manch einem Workaholic hat sein Drang 
zu Karriere und Wohlstand den plötzlichen Herztod gebracht. 

Okay, der letzte Punkt war, zugegeben, etwas unsachlich. Aber 
es ist nun mal eine Tatsache, dass ein nicht sachgemäßer Umgang 
mit Dingen, die Spaß machen, Folgen hat – manchmal eben auch 
den Tod. Das aber ist der Preis für ein selbstbestimmtes Dasein. 

Der Journalist und Buchautor Rainer Schmidt („Die Cannabis 
GmbH“) ist weder drogensüchtig, verrückt noch verantwortungs-
los. In seiner „Streitschrift“ (ab Seite 89) plädiert der in Berlin 
lebende Familienvater für die Legalisierung von Cannabis und er-
klärt, warum das bisher geltende Verbot vollkommen irrational ist. 
Ich selbst bin übrigens weder Marihuana- noch Tabakraucher, und 

das, obwohl ich in einer Zeit sozialisiert wur-
de, in der Zigarettenwerbung allgegenwärtig 
und manche politische TV-Debatte vor lauter 
Qualm nur als Hörspiel zu erleben war.

Es lebe der freie Wille. Und die Lust. Und 
der Verstand.

Ihr

FLORIAN BOITIN, CHEFREDAKTEUR

GRATIS: Erfahren Sie als 
Erster von aktuellen 
Highlights – und 
abonnieren Sie jetzt 
meinen wöchentlichen 
Newsletter unter  
www.playboy.de/
newsletter, oder 
schreiben Sie mir unter 
chefredaktion@
playboy.de
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Editorial ENTRE NOUS

T oday we live in a world where nudity is no longer a ta-
boo for most countries and cultures. It became part of our 
society and our daily life. Naked women on a cover of a 
magazine do not arouse as much attention as back in the 
last centuries. Maybe the public morals changed in our 

western world. But having a look back in time you can see that the 
image of naked women and men is not a phenomenon of our world 
today. The artists used it for their imagery for centuries. When we first 
had a look at the images of Rijksmuseum Amsterdam it attracted our 
attention that on many photos the people did not wear any clothes. Im-
mediately we thought about the many erotic magazines of todays world 
and about the most famous one, the Playboy. But how did the people 
connect nudity and erotic images back then? How did they handle their 
longings and desires? Magazines did not exist, people were not able to 
read and public love affaires or divorces were not allowed. Of course 
neither all men nor women were loyal and there were love affairs as well 
as scandals. And how would a erotic magazine look like back in history? 
We decided to work exactly with this question and create a synonym to 
the Playboy. The Playcoy. The Playcoy should include the images of the 
Rijksmuseum and get its bearings by the Playboy.Now you are asking 
yourself why we decided to work with the Playboy instead of an other 
erotic magazine, don’t you? Quite easy to answer this question. The 
Playboy was one of the first erotic magazines of the world which gained 
so much attention and is seen as the original of its kind. There are si-
milarities to the images of artists back in history. These images were 
easier sold than images without nudity. So sex sells?! That means that 
the behaviour of people did not change much during the last centuries. 
They still like buying photos showing nudity even though in another 
context. So you could say that the imagery in history is the original of 
the images showing nudity today like the ones in erotic magazines. For 
people at that time it was harder to get such images. They had no in-
ternet or magazines. Nobody spoke about these topics. In our magazine 
we do not only try to replicate the Playboy but we want to get in touch 
with the last centuries and their topics, like love affairs next to marriage. 
Another topic in our Playcoy issue is a Misses of the era section. It was 
important for us to describe the women who are shown on the images 
and not to invent characters who never existed. Our magazine is truly 
connected to history and its images. But why did we decide to call our 
magazine Playcoy instead of any other name? Picking up the idea of the 
Playboy we chose the word “coy” because it sounds similar to “boy” but 
has a completely different meaning. It fits exactly to our idea because a 
magazine like this would have been a big scandal back in time and you 
would have to read it in secret. Women at this time always pretended to 
be shy and mysterious and did not want to reveal their secrets and bo-
dies. Men were not allowed to see them naked at all. They had to “play” 
opposite together in secret. To sum up you can say that the Playcoy is a 
magazine which features the images of the Rijksmuseum in a new way. 
It takes interest in the people who lived back then and get its bearings by 
the Playboy. You can see that our idea is a combination of the original 
images and one of the first erotic magazine but in the end it has got its 
own unique character. A further development with a great background 
in history.

The Playcoy
Learn more about our exclusive Rijksmuseum Playcoy Edition.

our main shooting is about the most georgeous women of all time. 

For the first time we show you the four glorious ladies that represent 
the Playmates of the eras.  The four prettiest persuations since god 
created Eva:  page 6

art without alcohol is like men without women. It‘s impossible.  Learn 
more about the seductive power of alcohol: page 12

You always wanted to know 
what you have to do when a 
woman does not want to leave 
after a one-night stand or what 

you should wear when you want 
to get a woman into your bed? 

Learn everything about being a 
man: page 4

Are you interested in Amsterdam? 

Regardless of whether you are 
searching for a place for your first 
date or a spot for a nice drink, learn 
everything you have to know from 
our charming girl in a large hat: 
page 13

Have you ever had an affair and felt 
lonely and guilty afterwards? Well, 
you don‘t have to. Theres a lot more 
sinful love in your neighbourhood 
than you think. Whether you go to a 
prostitute or you meet a one-night 
woman to have sex with in a bar. 

Learn more in our article about love 
affairs: page 14

Jeany
This is our project description. 
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Das Handbuch für den 
Playboy. Einführungsseite

THE

PLAYCOY

handbook
FOR THE

maN
style and rules for gentlemen

The right places to find a woman Courting a woman in the right 

way How to get rid of  a woman after a one-night stand  

Style like a gentleman What foreign countries have to offer

Is it true that…

napoleon bonaparte  
likes it dirty?

KNOWLEDGE MYTH & TRUTH

SCIENTIFICALLY SEEN PART 17

A different teAcher The term ‘mistress’ comes  
from the french language and means ‘head of  

the household’ or ‘teacher’. Actually these words have  
nothing to do with eroticism or a mysterious beauty,  

which is the meaning known to us. QuAlity over  
QuAntity? Sometimes a king has more mistresses,  
but even then one mistress has more power than the  
others. fAme And fortune The most famous  

mistress is Madame de Pompadour, mistress of the king  
Louis XV of France. Congratulations! A Question  
of Attitude Mistresses often have more power  
than the queen - not only in bed. more thAn A  

whore Being a mistress does not only mean to be an  
excellent lover. They have a huge political influence and  

join a party.

FACTS
ABOUT MISTRESSES

es, Napoleon Bonaparte, the french em-
peror, favoures tangy fragrances. After a 
campaign he looked forward to return to 
his wife Josephine. So he wrote a letter to 

his beloved wife and let it bring to her by a reliable  
courier. “Don't wash - I 
come in three days”, that 
was the message. Playcoy 
thinks that he did not  
mean the washing. Evi- 
dently not everybody  
likes perfume. What a 
dirty little guy he was. 

g o  o u T  -  A p p E A L

how to get rid 
of a woman

You spent a wonderful night with a maid but 
she just doesn't want to leave?  
Here are TIPS for every type of man

Be honest. Tell the maid that you just had a  
wonderful time together but you are currently  

not in search for a future wife.

Lie. Tell her that you are deeply fallen in love with 
her and talk about your future. If she's still there, 

suggest to have breakfast with her parents.  
Caution, this method may backfire. 

Mention early enough - the night before - that you 
have an important appointment the next day.  

The maid will understand when you leave in the  
morning because of that appointment.

To avoid the problem of a devoted maid suggest to 
go to her place or to rent a room. You are free  

to leave whenever you want. 

If nothing works - and only in the worst case -  
behave in an awful way and use sentences like  

“I have lost my wedding ring inside of you”.  
You will never see her again.

FOR GENTLEMEN

FOR DARING MEN

FOR PROS

FOR ALL PURPOSES

FOR EMERGENCY CASES



Playmates der Epoche.
Die Playboy-User haben im Netz entschieden:  

Gemeinsam mit einer Playboy-Jury kürten sie die 30-jährige 
 bei unserer Online-Damenwahl zur Schönsten 

unter den zwölf Playboy-Girls (vormals Cybergirls)  
aller Monate des vergangenen Jahres. Und machten sie  

damit zur Playmate: Voilà – hier bedankt sich das  
 als Miss August mit rasanten  

Fotos aus dem wohlverdienten Urlaub

F O T O S  T H O M A S  F I E D L E R     P R O D U K T I O N  N ATA S A  M E R M E R

BIKINI ÜBER 
BORD!  

SINA GIBT GAS

P L AY M AT E  D E S  M O N AT S
M I S S  AU G U S T

THE FOUR PRETTIEST 
PERSUATIONS SINCE 
GOD CREATED EVA

It has been decided. 
 We crowned the four most beautiful women of all past eras 
and here they are: Miss Baroque, Miss Manerism, 

Miss Renaissance and as a special surprise 
the seductive women of Rococo.

PLAYMATES OF THE ERAS



Rückcover

Misses Rococo
Name: Euphrosyne, Agalea and Thalia
Residence: Greek
Profession: Goddesses of charm and beauty
What we like: celebrations and mirth
What we don't like: gloom, reticence

Painter: Jean-Étienne Liotard 
Made in: 1737
Technique: pastel

«CELEBRATIng BodIEs  
- THAT'S WHAT WE DO»

EUPHROSYNE, AGALEA AND THALIA

Playmates of the eras | E U P H R O S Y N E ,  A G A L E A ,  T H A L I A

miss Baroque
Name: Calypso, daughter of Atlas
Residence: Island of Ogygia
Profession: Greek Nymph 
What I like: Dolphins, enchantement
What I don't like: the fact that the other Gods are not  
 happy about my affairs with mortals

Painter: Gerard de Lairesse
Made in: 1660–1680
Technique: oil on canvas

«I REALLY LIKE  
HAVING AFFAIRs 
WITH MORTALS»

CALYPSO

Playmates of the eras | C A LY P S O



miss mannerism
Name: Pomona
Residence: Rome
Profession: Roman Goddess of fruits 
What I like: fruits of all kinds, planting trees, singers 
What I don't like: liars

Painter: Hendrick Goltzius
Made in: 1613
Technique: oil on canvas

«FIRST I WAS 
VERY SHY, BUT 
THEN I THOUGHT 
WHY noT»
POMONA

Playmates of the eras | P O M O N A

miss renaissance

miss renaissance
Name: Bathsheba
Residence: Jerusalem
Profession: wife of a high-ranking officer
What I like: taking a bath, men of good standing
What I don't like: long-distance relationships

Painter: Jan van Scorel
Made in: 1540–1545
Technique: oil on panel

«I'M NOT GOOD 
AT BEING LOYAL 

BECAUSE  
I nEEd To BE  
sATIsFIEd»

BATHSHEBA

Playmates of the eras | B AT H S H E B A
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I   f you want to get drunk with a 
few drugs, you don’t need to feel 
pangs of conscience. Life quick-
ly becomes a little funnier, more 
sociable and sharper. You feel 

better, you seduce, you suddenly sleep 
with a human being you didn’t know an 
hour ago. Effortlessly. And even if you 
consume the hardest stuff, no problem, 
just then you feel the most comfortab-
le. Strange though it may seem but most 
people are okay with this behaviour 
because they regularly act like this, too. 
Some more, some less, but almost all a bit. 
And that is very important. Only the so-
cial constraints and  
the nasty feelings of  
guilt, which show 
themselves the follo-
wing day knocking 
behind the forehead, 
hold you back. But 
the pain passes away, 
the desire for more 
comes back. No pro-
blem. Especially, the  
most dangerous part 
of the story is, that 
we get it on every cor-
ner, round-the-clock and for civil prices: 
alcohol. So desirable and enchanting that 
a world without seems unimaginable.  
But what makes the pleasure and devotion 
of this drug so special? Particularly in art?  
Since the beginning of the fine arts, the 

Heineken makes history
On 15 February 1864, Gerard Adriaan 
Heineken got his wealthy mother to buy 
De Hooiberg brewery in Amsterdam, a 
popular working-class brand founded in 
1592. In 1873 the Heineken‘s Bierbrou-
werij Maatschappij was established, and 
the first Heineken brand beer was brewed. 
The original brewery is now the Heineken 
Experience Museum. Its about 7 minutes 
from the Rijksmuseum. Come and visit 
and end the day with the extraordinary 
taste of Heineken.

biggest meaning referred to drugs comes 
up to alcohol, which is proved by his pre-
sence in so many pieces of art, seen as a 
central theme under the most different 
aspects. Up to the middle of the 19th 
century it was all about wine, his ext-
raction, production and effect and since 
the 17th century also beer had his place 
in the genre painting, as a drink of the 
low classes, but also of the clergymen in 
the cloisters who became over and over 
again subjects for pictures. The range of 
topics increases since the middle of the 
19th century around alcoholic drinks 
like absinthe, which plays a special role 
as a fashion drink but also other highly 
concentrated alcoholic drinks. The span 
of the motives reaches from representa-
tion, which is dedicated to the produc-
tion of the most different alcoholic be-
verages, to the picturesque, genre-like 
and social-critical representation of the 

drinking pleasure of 
different social layers, 
up to the represen-
tation of transcen-
dental experiences  
and in the subcons-
cious mind enclosed 
visual worlds, caused 
by the consumption 
of alcohol and drugs. 
Alcohol helps quite a 
lot of artists to reco-
ver from the creative 
stress and causes with 

heavy alcoholics a darkening of the image 
world and a turning on eerie subjects. It 
doesn’t need to be mentioned, that some 
of them get addicted. And there are some, 
who are only able to be creative when 
they're under the inf luence of alcohol. 

THE ART 
OF STYLISH 
DRINKING

HOW REFRESHING
The world‘s most international  
premium beer originates from  

our neighbourhood  

« Alcohol is 
more harmful 

than any other 
drug, but the 
artist‘s desi-

re is stronger 
than his fear  

of death »

The View PRO ALCOHOL
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CITY GUIDE AMSTERDAM

ʻMY HOTSPOTS...ʼ
IN AMSTERDAM

You are interested in Amsterdam?  
Here we have some insider tips that will interest you for sure.

YOU WANT TO MEET NEW 
PEOPLE? WE‘VE GOT  

SOMETHING FOR YOU!
The best place to make new acquaintances is 

at the Singelbrug by the Paleisstraat.  
A beautiful bridge which attracts people  

from near and far.  

GOOD PLACE FOR 
A NICE DRINK

After spending the whole day in remarkable 
Amsterdam, you want a nice cold drink to 

switch off? Here at the canal you will surely 
find the right bar to lean back and relax.

PERFECT PLACE FOR 
THE FIRST DATE
You want to invite the woman you like on a 
romantic date and have no idea where to go?  
A gondola ride on the Herengracht offers the 
perfect atmosphere for an unforgettable evening.

CULTURAL INTERESTS ARE  
ALSO TAKEN CARE OF
You want to learn more about paintings?
In Jan Gildemeesters gallery of art the walls are 
densely hung with paintings in gilded frames 
and create an incredible atmosphere with past 
artworks.

TIME FOR A LITTLE
SHOPPING TOUR

Whether fresh fruits and vegetables, spices, 
fish or pretty handcrafted gifts - on the 

Slijpsteenmarkt, there is nothing left to be 
desired. Let yourself be charmed by all sorts 

of unusual things.

3

2

1 5

4

OUR BEAUTY WITH THE UNIQUE BIG 
SUMMER HAT REVEALS HER SPECIAL 
INSIDER TIPS ABOUT AMSTERDAM.
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It is night. Mary left her house twenty  
minutes ago. Nobody noticed. She is in  
the cellar now, wearing nothing but a  

hooded long brown coat. Alone, but she  
is waiting for someone. Her face is hidden  

by the shadow of her hood. All of a  
sudden she hears a whisper. James  

appears behind her, wearing the same  
clothes. He takes off the hood and grins  

mischievously at her.  With sparks in  
his eyes he throws her at the wall, licks  

her neck and tears his coat off.  
She starts to moan.

TO BE CONTINUED… 

PLAYING 
WITH

ABOUT LOVE AFFAIRS
FIRE

Masthead
Subscribe now 
and get our full 
magazine...

...with exclusive stories about  
beautiful unique ladies,  
standards of ancient times and  
tips and tricks to become the  
perfect gentleman.

Digital 
availability
you can also find us online:
Whether on your smartphone 
or tablet – now you can find us 
everywhere. Even at home on your 
computer.  

DOWNLOAD 
NOW!

Ri
jks

m
us
eu

m
Rijksmuseum is open from 9.00 to 17.00 daily -
365 days of the year.
The ticket desk closes at 16.30.

Museumstraat 1
1071 XX Amsterdam (NL)
Telephone: +31 (0) 20 6747 000

We're looking forward
to see you!

PLAYBOY ENTERPRISES: Editor-in-Chief: Hugh M. Hefner. U.S.-PLAYBOY: Chief Executive Officer:
Scott Flanders; Chief Operating Officer: David Israel; Editorial Director: Jimmy Jellinek; Art Director:

Mac Lewis; Photo Director: Rebecca Black. PLAYBOY INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING: SVP/Content
Licensing & Rights: Mike Violano; Publishing Services Manager: Mary Nastos;
Digital Asset Manager: Gabriela Cifuentes; Editorial Coordinator: Lacey Won

Printed in Germany
Printed by Hochschule Niederrhein, Frankenring 20, 47798 Krefeld

Idea and realization
by third semester students

Janine Hüren, Viktoria Figl, Jessica Brosch, Christin Snyders and Carolin Theißen
Hochschule Niederrhein l Design l Frankenring 20 l 47798 Krefeld l Germany

 for the participation of 2017 International Rijksstudio Award

A Shepherdess, A shepherdess, known as 
‘The beautiful shepherdess’

The Sampling Officials of the Amsterdam Drapers’ Guild,  
known as ‘The Syndics’

Chevalier De Malthe, Costume Allemand
Kunstenaar wijzend naar zittend model
Keizer Napoleon I en zijn staf te paard

The Fall of Man
De drie Gratiën naar het antieke Romeinse beeld 

in de Borghese verzameling te Rome
Odysseus and Calypso, Mars and Venus

Vertumnus and Pomona
Landscape with Bathsheba

The Merry Fiddler, Merry Violinist with Wineglass
Lichtreclame voor Heinekens Bier te Koetaradja 

feestelijk verlicht in 1937 
The Drunken Couple

Girl in a Large Hat
The Singel Bridge at the Paleisstraat in Amsterdam

Amsterdam City View with Houses on the Herengracht and  
the old Haarlemmersluis

De Slijpsteenmarkt met het gebouw 
‚Het Zeerecht‘ te Amsterdam

The Art Gallery of Jan Gildemeester Jansz
View of the Golden Bend in the Herengracht

Cimon and Pero (Roman Charity)
Decorative Depiction with Plants and Animals

Paulus Moreelse l 1630

Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn l 1662
Elias Spanier l 1840 – 1850
Christiaan Andriessen, Desiderius Erasmus l 1785 – 1846
Horace Vernet l 1810 – 1850
Cornelis Cornelisz. van Haarlem l 1592

Jean-Etienne Liotard l 1737
Gerard de Lairesse l 1680
Hendrick Goltzius l 1613
Jan van Scorel l 1540 – 1545
Gerard van Honthorst l 1623

Chens Photo Studio l 6-Jan-1937 – 7-Jan-1937
Jan Havicksz. Steen l 1655 – 1665
Caesar Boëtius van Everdingen l 1645 – 1650
George Hendrik Breitner l 1896 and/or 1898

Jan van der Heyden l 1670

Anonymous l 1825 – 1874
Adriaan de Lelie l 1794 – 1795
Gerrit Adriaensz. Berckheyde l 1671 – 1672
Peter Paul Rubens l 1630 – 1640
Anonymous l 1760 – 1799

Disclaimer:
We don't own any of the used pictures. All of them are property of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam.

Rijksmuseum l Museumstraat 1 l 1071 XX Amsterdam
the following pictures were used in our project

Jeany


Jeany
Our address:
Janine Hüren
Donker Weg 52
41748 Viersen
Germany



www.artis.nl

ARTIS Amsterdam Royal Zoo is open every day.
1st of November until 28th of February:

9 am – 5 pm. Come and visit. 

MEET US AT THE ZOO 
nEvER sEEn A pARRoT oR A jAguAR In REAL LIFE?

seen
Parrot?the

have you

Jeany
This is the last side of our magazine.






